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Compass Diversified’s Marucci Sports Acquires Lizard Skins
Baseball and softball equipment manufacturer Marucci Sports 
announced Monday it has acquired Lizard Skins.

Lizard Skins' leadership team — including founder Brian Fruit — is 
expected to continue leading the brand. Marucci Sports is a subsidiary 
of Compass Diversified, which last year purchased BOA Technology. 
BOA supplies dial-fit systems to many cycling shoe and helmet makers. 
Compass Diversified also is the former owner of CamelBak and Fox 
Factory.

"We are thrilled to take this step forward in our growth as a company 
and become part of the incredible Marucci team," Fruit said. "Our 
success is a product of our unwavering focus on the demands of elite 
athletes, and Marucci shares our total commitment to meeting the 
needs of those customers. ..."

https://www.bicycleretailer.com/industry-news/2021/10/25/lizard-skins-acquired-compass-diversified-backed-marucci-sports#.YZf9ymZKjOQ
https://www.bicycleretailer.com/industry-news/2020/09/23/compass-diversified-acquire-performance-fit-innovator-boa-technology#.YXaq3i1h3-Z
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Compass Diversified-Backed Marucci Sports Announces Acquisition of Lizard Skins
Marucci Sports, LLC (“Marucci”), a subsidiary of Compass Diversified (NYSE: CODI) and a leading designer and manufacturer of baseball and softball 
equipment and apparel, today announced it has acquired Lizard Skins LLC (“Lizard Skins”), a designer and seller of branded grip products, protective 
equipment, bags and apparel for use in baseball, cycling, hockey, Esports and lacrosse.

With the acquisition of Lizard Skins, Marucci is positioned to build on its leading position in diamond sports while simultaneously developing the 
company’s presence in new sports markets such as hockey and cycling. Founded in 1993 with a focus on designing products to protect bicycles and 
riders, Lizard Skins has since expanded to a range of sports and has leveraged its leading technology to become the official bat grip of Major League 
Baseball, the grip of choice for various pro cycling teams, and its DSP hockey grip tape is a licensed product of the National Hockey League. Lizard 
Skins’ leadership team, including its founder Brian Fruit, are expected to continue leading the brand as part of Marucci.

“Adding Lizard Skins’ outstanding products to the Marucci family is a terrific opportunity to enhance our offerings,” said Kurt Ainsworth, CEO of 
Marucci. “With its exciting brand, innovative designs, and leading technology, Lizard Skins has earned the trust of top athletes, and its strong 
presence both inside and outside the diamond sports market makes this an exciting partnership. We look forward to welcoming Brian and his team 
aboard.”

“We are thrilled to take this step forward in our growth as a company and become part of the incredible Marucci team,” said Brian Fruit, President and 
CEO of Lizard Skins. “Our success is a product of our unwavering focus on the demands of elite athletes, and Marucci shares our total commitment 
to meeting the needs of those customers. I am confident that with support of CODI and Marucci’s resources, we will better be able to provide our 
athletes the top-of-the-line equipment they need to succeed against all competition. I am excited to continue the Lizard Skins mission to develop, 
expand and improve equipment for our customers.”

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/10/25/2319860/0/en/Compass-Diversified-Backed-Marucci-Sports-Announces-Acquisition-of-Lizard-Skins.html
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Compass Diversified Marucci Sports Acquires Lizard Skins
Founded in 1993 with a focus on protection products for bicycles and riders, 
Lizard Skins expanded its grip technology to baseball and hockey. In addition to 
its bar tape being used by various pro cycling teams, Lizard Skins is also the 
official bat grip tape of Major League Baseball. In addition, Lizard Skins’ DSP 
hockey grip tape is a licensed product of the National Hockey League. In 2017, 
Lizard Skina acquired Ouray Grips. “We are thrilled to take this step forward in 
our growth as a company and become part of the incredible Marucci team,” 
Fruit said. “Our success is a product of our unwavering focus on the demands 
of elite athletes, and Marucci shares our total commitment to meeting the 
needs of those customers. …”

Compass Diversified’s Marucci Sports acquires Lizard Skins Marucci Sports 
was founded in 2009 and manufactures and distributes baseball and softball 
equipment under the Marucci and Victus brands. Headquartered in Baton 
Rouge, Marucci’s product portfolio includes wood and metal bats, apparel and 
accessories, batting and fielding gloves, and bags and protective gear.

https://www.bollyinside.com/news/sports/compass-diversifieds-marucci-sports-acquires-lizard-skins
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Marucci Sports Announces Acquisition of Lizard Skins
Marucci Sports, LLC, a subsidiary of Compass Diversified (CODI), announced 
it has acquired Lizard Skins LLC, a designer and seller of branded grip 
products, protective equipment, bags and apparel for use in baseball, 
cycling, hockey, Esports and lacrosse. Terms of the transaction were not 
disclosed.

With the acquisition of Lizard Skins, Marucci said it “is positioned to build on 
its leading position in diamond sports while simultaneously developing the 
company’s presence in new sports markets such as hockey and cycling.”

Lizard Skins’ leadership team, including its founder, Brian Fruit, are expected 
to continue leading the brand as part of Marucci.

“We are thrilled to take this step forward in our growth as a company and 
become part of the incredible Marucci team,” said Brian Fruit, President and 
CEO of Lizard Skins. “Our success is a product of our unwavering focus on 
the demands of elite athletes, and Marucci shares our total commitment to 
meeting the needs of those customers. I am confident that with the support 
of CODI and Marucci’s resources, we will better be able to provide our 
athletes with the top-of-the-line equipment they need to succeed against all 
competition. I am excited to continue the Lizard Skins mission to develop, 
expand and improve equipment for our customers.”

https://sgbonline.com/marucci-sports-announces-acquisition-of-lizard-skins/
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Marucci Sports Buys Equipment Designer Lizard Skins
Marucci Sports has purchased Lizard Skins, a designer and seller 
of branded grip products, protective equipment, bags and apparel 
for use in baseball, cycling, hockey, esports and lacrosse, the 
companies announced today.

With the new deal, Marucci, which makes equipment for baseball 
and softball players, builds on its position in diamond sports and 
expands into new sports under Compass Diversified, which 
purchased the locally grown company last year for $200 million.

“Our team at [Compass Diversified] prides itself on being business 
builders, having completed nearly 30 add-on transactions for our 
subsidiaries since our inception,” says Compass CEO Elias Sabo.

https://www.businessreport.com/business/marucci-sports-buys-equipment-designer-lizard-skins
https://www.businessreport.com/article/marucci-sports-sold-for-200m
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Marucci Sports Tightens its Grip on Baseball, Buying Lizard Skins
Baseball equipment company Marucci Sports today announced the acquisition of 
Lizard Skins, a manufacturer of grip tape used in baseball, hockey and other sports, 
as part of a bid to expand its position in the industry and test the waters in new 
markets. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. However, according to people 
familiar with the matter, the deal is worth nearly $50 million.

“[Lizard Skins] will help enhance all of those products,” Ainsworth says, adding that 
the deal gives Marucci an opportunity to “really pour some gas on the fire with the 
brand they had created.”

Lizard Skins was founded in 1993 as a cycling accessories company. In 2012, four 
years after developing its flagship Durasoft Polymer grip, the company expanded 
into baseball, and it became officially licensed with MLB in 2016. Since 2018, Lizard 
Skins has brought its products to hockey (the company is licensed with the NHL) 
and lacrosse. It also produces gaming accessories like controller, mouse and 
joystick grips. When the deal closes, Lizard Skins is expected to remain independent 
under Marucci’s control, and founder Brian Fruit is expected to continue leading the 
brand. Lizard Skin declined to disclose its financials, but according to people 
familiar with the matter, the company is profitable.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/justinbirnbaum/2021/10/25/marucci-sports-tightens-its-grip-on-baseball-buying-lizard-skins-for-almost-50-million/?sh=7807864a359b
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Compass Diversified-Backed Marucci Sports Announces Acquisition of Lizard 
Skins
With the acquisition of Lizard Skins, Marucci is positioned to build on its leading position in 
diamond sports while simultaneously developing the company’s presence in new sports 
markets such as hockey and cycling. Founded in 1993 with a focus on designing products to 
protect bicycles and riders, Lizard Skins has since expanded to a range of sports and has 
leveraged its leading technology to become the official bat grip of Major League Baseball, the 
grip of choice for various pro cycling teams, and its DSP hockey grip tape is a licensed product 
of the National Hockey League. Lizard Skins’ leadership team, including its founder Brian Fruit, 
are expected to continue leading the brand as part of Marucci. 
“Adding Lizard Skins’ outstanding products to the Marucci family is a terrific opportunity to 
enhance our offerings,” said Kurt Ainsworth, CEO of Marucci. “With its exciting brand, innovative 
designs, and leading technology, Lizard Skins has earned the trust of top athletes, and its strong 
presence both inside and outside the diamond sports market makes this an exciting partnership. 
We look forward to welcoming Brian and his team aboard.” 
“We are thrilled to take this step forward in our growth as a company and become part of the 
incredible Marucci team,” said Brian Fruit, President and CEO of Lizard Skins. “Our success is a 
product of our unwavering focus on the demands of elite athletes, and Marucci shares our total 
commitment to meeting the needs of those customers. I am confident that with support of CODI 
and Marucci’s resources, we will better be able to provide our athletes the top-of-the-line 
equipment they need to succeed against all competition. I am excited to continue the Lizard 
Skins mission to develop, expand and improve equipment for our customers.”

https://www.outsidebusinessjournal.com/press-releases/compass-diversified-backed-marucci-sports-announces-acquisition-of-lizard-skins/
https://www.outsidebusinessjournal.com/press-releases/compass-diversified-backed-marucci-sports-announces-acquisition-of-lizard-skins/
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Compass Diversified-Backed Marucci Sports Announces Acquisition of Lizard Skins
With the acquisition of Lizard Skins, Marucci is positioned to build on its leading position in diamond sports while simultaneously 
developing the company’s presence in new sports markets such as hockey and cycling. Founded in 1993 with a focus on designing 
products to protect bicycles and riders, Lizard Skins has since expanded to a range of sports and has leveraged its leading technology 
to become the official bat grip of Major League Baseball, the grip of choice for various pro cycling teams, and its DSP hockey grip tape 
is a licensed product of the National Hockey League. Lizard Skins’ leadership team, including its founder Brian Fruit, are expected to 
continue leading the brand as part of Marucci.

“Adding Lizard Skins’ outstanding products to the Marucci family is a terrific opportunity to enhance our offerings,” said Kurt Ainsworth, 
CEO of Marucci. “With its exciting brand, innovative designs, and leading technology, Lizard Skins has earned the trust of top athletes, 
and its strong presence both inside and outside the diamond sports market makes this an exciting partnership. We look forward to 
welcoming Brian and his team aboard.”

“We are thrilled to take this step forward in our growth as a company and become part of the incredible Marucci team,” said Brian Fruit, 
President and CEO of Lizard Skins. “Our success is a product of our unwavering focus on the demands of elite athletes, and Marucci 
shares our total commitment to meeting the needs of those customers. I am confident that with support of CODI and Marucci’s 
resources, we will better be able to provide our athletes the top-of-the-line equipment they need to succeed against all competition. I 
am excited to continue the Lizard Skins mission to develop, expand and improve equipment for our customers.”

https://www.malakye.com/news/11383/compass-diversified-backed-marucci-sports-announces-acquisition-of-lizard-skins-strengthens-marucci-s-leading-position-in-diamond-sports-and-enables-expansion-into-new-markets
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Compass Diversified-Backed Marucci Sports Announces Acquisition of Lizard Skins
With the acquisition of Lizard Skins, Marucci is positioned to build on its leading position in diamond sports while simultaneously 
developing the company’s presence in new sports markets such as hockey and cycling. Founded in 1993 with a focus on designing 
products to protect bicycles and riders, Lizard Skins has since expanded to a range of sports and has leveraged its leading 
technology to become the official bat grip of Major League Baseball, the grip of choice for various pro cycling teams, and its DSP 
hockey grip tape is a licensed product of the National Hockey League. Lizard Skins’ leadership team, including its founder Brian Fruit, 
are expected to continue leading the brand as part of Marucci. 

“Adding Lizard Skins’ outstanding products to the Marucci family is a terrific opportunity to enhance our offerings,” said Kurt 
Ainsworth, CEO of Marucci. “With its exciting brand, innovative designs, and leading technology, Lizard Skins has earned the trust of 
top athletes, and its strong presence both inside and outside the diamond sports market makes this an exciting partnership. We look 
forward to welcoming Brian and his team aboard.” 

“We are thrilled to take this step forward in our growth as a company and become part of the incredible Marucci team,” said Brian 
Fruit, President and CEO of Lizard Skins. “Our success is a product of our unwavering focus on the demands of elite athletes, and 
Marucci shares our total commitment to meeting the needs of those customers. I am confident that with support of CODI and 
Marucci’s resources, we will better be able to provide our athletes the top-of-the-line equipment they need to succeed against all 
competition. I am excited to continue the Lizard Skins mission to develop, expand and improve equipment for our customers.”

https://www.outsidebusinessjournal.com/press-releases/compass-diversified-backed-marucci-sports-announces-acquisition-of-lizard-skins/

